CE FAQs
Virtual Beauty Connect
SalonCentric & State RDA in these states DC, IA, IL, NE, NC & (TX Select Classes)
But not limited to.
Q - Can classes be watched as a group on one device?
A - To receive CE or any Certificate of Completion, you must register and be logged
on individual devices (phone, tablet, laptop, or computer) using the name on your professional license. Screen
sharing means attendee timestamps cannot be recorded and will result in no CE or Certificate of Completion.
Q - What if my device loses connection?
A - Make sure to log back in right away. Unfortunately, CE cannot be offered if you don’t log back in within a
short period of time. You must complete the entire class to be able to qualify for CE, no exceptions
Q – is it ok if I step away for a restroom or drink break?
A – Yes, quick breaks are allowed. All attendees requesting CE must be active in the chat to verify
attendance. Make sure to chat as often as possible
Q - What states will offer CE for the Virtual Beauty Connect?
A - DC, IA, IL, NE, NC & TX but not limited to these states. TX CE for select classes only.
Contact CE@Support.LorealUSA.com for specific inquiries.
Q - Can Nails or Esthetics receive CE for the Virtual Beauty Connect?
A - Yes, they must take classes within their realm of practice, along with business classes. Does Not Apply to
TX
Q - What classes qualify for Digital Live Interactive CE?
A - All Classes & Mainstage rotations offered at the Virtual Beauty Connect will qualify as Digital Live Interactive
CE. Some states will only allow these hours to count as Online. Please refer to your state guidelines for your CE
requirements.
Q - How is my attendance recorded?
A - Each time you enter a Classroom or the Mainstage, your log in information is recorded. It is also recorded
once you leave. This tells us who was in what class. Therefore, it is so important to register with your name on
your license. We will not be able to offer CE if we do not have log in confirmation, no exceptions.
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Q - Do I have to keep track of each class I attend?
A - No, all attendee activity/attendance is recorded.
Q - What if I leave a class and go to another, will I still get CE?
A - No, you must be logged into a class for its entirety to receive a Certificate. Attendance is recorded & verified.
Q - Can I log into more than one class on different devices to get more hours?
A - No, log into only one class at a time. If you log into multiple classes at the same time, CE for all classes will
be void.
Q – How many hours can I get?
A- For each class attended in its entirety you will receive 1 hr of CE for the profession presented. All attendance is
recorded so be sure to stay logged in and active in the chat area.
Q - What do I have to do to get CE?
A - You must submit a CE Request only once during the entire event at any time before 30 mins after the last day
of the event. We cannot offer CE without the CE request. Complete this by scanning the QR code with your
phone or tablet, or using the link provided, answer the questions, and press submit.
Q - Will I receive a confirmation once I submit my CE request?
A - Yes you will receive a confirmation within 24 hours of the CE request being submitted.
Q - When will I get my CE Certificates?
A - Certificates will be emailed within 6-8 weeks.

Q - During the show if I have CE questions where do I go?
A - Visit the CE Help Desk.
*Please note not all states will allow CE for this event. Any questions please email us at
CE@support.lorealusa.com or contact your state board
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Specific to State RDA in Texas - These are the only classes that are approved for CE in TX.

Salon Sanitation Course#23683 (1Hr)
w Linda Pochop - TDLR Provider #2158
Sunday June 6, 2021: 1:15 - 2:15 ET / 12:15 - 1:15 CT
Location: Classroom 9
Be a Professional……. As a licensed beauty professional, infection control is the most important
knowledge you carry. After all, the responsibility for protecting yourself and your clients from a host of
harmful bacteria rests on your hard-working shoulders. But infection control doesn’t have to be boring.
This comprehensive safety and sanitation course will provide you with interesting facts, tons of
knowledge, and loads of fun, all while giving you the tools you need to ensure a safe and sanitary
space for you and your clients. This course meets the CE Safety and Sanitation requirements for your
state.

Surface New Earth Course#24156 (1Hr)
w Dawn Mckee - TDLR Provider #2158
Sunday: 12:00 - 1:00 ET / 11:00 - 12:00 CT
Location: Classroom 2
Lived In Color’ achieved with healthy Pure Color, foiled, painted & base stretched. Razor cut long layers
with natural broken edges and the perfect curtain fringe. Learn organic ‘BLOWOUT’ Finishing &
Control Texture with a ‘Moisture Bake’

Sexy Hair All About Curls Course#24155 (1Hr)
w Ingrid Young - TDLR Provider #2158
Sunday: 12:00 - 1:00 ET / 11:00 - 12:00 CT
Location: Classroom 5
Gain confidence and learn to embrace the business of embracing all types of curly hair.

Financial Forecast Course#24157 (1Hr)
w Daniel Mason-Jones - TDLR Provider #2158
Sunday June 6, 2021: 3:15 - 4:15 ET / 2:15 - 3:15 CT
Location: Classroom 1
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Do you wish you had a blueprint on how to save for those tough time you know are likely to come?
We all know that in the beauty industry money can come fast and leave fast. In this class Daniel sets
you up for success with an eye toward long term financial freedom.

Discover Beauty Connect State RDA Show – Show Hour Course#23683(1Hr) ONLY FOR
TX
TDLR Provider #2158
Receive a 1-hour show credit for attending the show attendee must be present within classes for an
accumulation of 1 hour, other than approved TX classes.
To receive CE attendees must submit a CE request through the QR code or link offered at any class.
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